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Some technical 
characteristics:

[from A.Bettini, “The World Underground
 Scientific   Facilities,   a   compendium”,
 hep-exp:0712.1051]
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El Tobazo
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Some Past and Present history:

[from A.Bettini, “The World Underground Scientific Facilities, a compendium”, hep-exp:0712.1051]

Some policy et al.:

2009.                 
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Hall A
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  Hall C:
  Very low radioactivity
  measurements

Halls B and C
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The following experimental proposals have been submitted, discussed in
the Scientific  Committee and  are presently in  different stages of approval:

 the ANAIS proposed search for the annual modulation of Cold Dark-Matter
 the ArDM Dark-Matter search with a liquid Ar TPC,
 the ROSEBUD test facility for bolometer R&D to support European
   cryogenic detectors
 the  BiPo test series in view of the super-NEMO program for  0ν2β
 the NEXT proposal for a time-projection-chamber for 0ν2β
 the ULTIMA ultra cold prototype detector for the search the super-fluid
   phase of a 3He-4He mixture.

 An enlargement of the laboratory to host next-generation nuclear
    astrophysics experiments and the potentiality of the underground
    environment for geological and biological sciences are under study
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About the LAGUNA characterization study:

we have not given up to convince you that LSC should get the same
amount of money as  some of  our  industrial partners: they  will do
exactly the same job for their corresponding laboratory that the one
by the company selected  from the three above for the LSC
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28 x 65 x 120 m3
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... in the case of  similar scientific, economical,
environmental characteristics ...

one may further consider that the technicians,
engineers, scientists, etc. may relax after duty
in the two  excellent sky resorts in the nearby 
(< 3 Km) Candanchú and Astún

Last but not least ...


